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And the other energy body looks like like such as our other matter, they, they slowed it down, 

but it is still so much faster than ours. And it's also transparent. It is It also appears to be in 

fragments. Like there would be tiny little separations. Like our skin is perceived as being solid. 

With no separation, in in this state perception that I'm getting is not what you would call visual, 

it's a mental image. And it's a when it's going at its regular, its normal capacity, it is invisible to 

us in the forms of communication is so rapid that it just completely passes by us, we have no 

no concept of it at all. In any senses. The image is there, there's a there's a slow it down 

appears to move. And it still moves very quickly. But it's in short, almost almost what would be 

like a computer moves but or a robot moves but not actually an idea of if you would take it and 

move it very rapidly. So it's in sort of jerky movements, it's really rapid. And there's just 

absolutely no time for the thought. The thinking process that we use is so, so slow, that in 

terms of space, breaking this down in time space, an incident or an experience would be 

completely over before we could even they're showing me how that the impressions have to go 

through all the physical body, our physical body and being assimilated and processed through 

all of the nerve centers and go to the brain and then the word and then come back down to the 

motor nerves and express it that it would be it's just completely gone. So that is though, that is 

the state. It'll be the first state that we enter into as as we progress in moving from this 

particular state that we're in right now, in receiving the impressions and communication. In this 

way, the next step will be Actually, when air a total energy, our consciousness is in this, this 

state, and we will perceive and actually feel that that's our body with this this type of 

movement, quick movement, and there will be no dependency on the mental body, in this 

state, whatsoever, it will be a total different state of consciousness that we are experiencing in 

the body will be a body, but it will be a this type of body that was described, it will, in describing 

it within that census, you would say that it's transparent. 
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And each one of these, as far as I say, when it's placed together, as a body, there appears to 

be separations between it, because each, in this, this particular party state that we will go to, is 

when the first realization comes to us, of our individuality and at the same time, there are 

dependency, of a dependency on the elements, the energies within the physical world 

creation, that is, these particles that we see separated, there is what we will perceive as the 

breakdown and eventually going to the state, where the matter where the energy is so refined, 

that there is not even this, this particular body, but that will be the recognition of the 



dependency still, but it will be then as each, it's almost like they are that your consciousness is 

then surrounding each of these particles, and is recognized and each of these particles serving 

a purpose of you, you can visualize your bodies and what are alike it is except in this rapid 

state of movement, and with trillions of small particles, and these small particles, it then 

becomes surrounded by your consciousness that which is not your mental body. And that is 

the most difficult thing for us to understand is to separate awareness from our mental body.  
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But when we can do that, then we will be aware we will, we will retain our knowingness of our 

physical life and our physical body at its resting place, while we're in this energy state, but it 

will not be the awareness that we have in C one. And as I said, you will experience this rapid, 

very rapid state of being and knowingness and the inner exchange, that the communications 

that we are seeking, non verbally, will take place, when our energy our consciousness has so 

distributed itself throughout our Arab energy, which we call the physical body as to the 

surrounding each particle within it. And then each each of the particles, as it were, will be our 

servants truly, they will they will be served the purpose of the other reactions of the two 

polarities on the earth plane and our consciousness, then they'll serve as the vehicle which 

they were intended to, before they got submerged into the solidness solid state that they're in 

now. And that will be then when our consciousness merges with what we call other energies. 

Other this will occur first with other energies that have reached that particular state of 

development. Your first iterator exchanges in this area will be with individuals who have 

reached that state and that is Where are they, when they have individuals on the earth plane 

that can communicate with Earthlings themselves in this energy state, that will, in some way or 

another, if it augments the Alright, they said it has to do with with agreements. And so the more 

individuals that are in human form right now, that obtain this, in order to stay safe, see this 

energy state their communication here, will, will occur differently than then your communication 

on the earth. In other words, they will communicate in this state, and will actually have no need 

to communicate physically, of their knowingness with each other. Let's say that is the first.  
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But that is what they say this is there are many individuals who have reached that particular 

energy energy state. And then, you see, they move on to the next which they're not going to 

show me now, but this particular image is taken up the this has been a, a happening, that has 

been limited. And well, they said it's only been limited, because then this goes into various 

things with evolutions and all manner of things, which is too complicated to go into now, but 

they say that now, it is possible for more and more individuals to reach this particular energy 

stage, which has been called many things. One is your actual out of body experience, but 

there it has not been developed on the earth plane, in the energies around the earth plane yet 

to the extent that it entities on the earth plane can actually you see each enter or many of them 

enter this state and have enough awareness within themselves to retain the memory of the 



senator exchanges and although the exchanges are always beneficial, until they have reached 

a state of total remembrance, which would be the total state of consciousness that is limited in 

their inner reactions.  
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In so far, then it when these inner reactions occur within these states, then as we said 

physically, then in the physical mental world, they are best not discussed are their inner reacts 

through a knowing and knowing will occur through each and when one has obtained complete 

control of consciousness, then, you say, when all of the aspects are fully aware of their 

missions, then one can do one and enter the physical body, you see and communicate it on 

the physical plane on this next plane and communicating on the physical plane with much 

talking will not interfere, you say with the communications that take place on the next level of 

entering what you call your your your energy body, but one then the next step is working on 

this energy body and having the consciousness the consciousness that which is yourself has 

become dependent on the aspects on all of the aspects of qualities of the earth plane. Now, it 

is a matter of releasing that and taking control of your consciousness. And when that occurs, 

you say your state of consciousness free and independent of the the energies on the earth 

plane that now support you automatically would fall into that state of total awareness that 

would make that particular energy state a normal process and you say there you One could 

say that there then would be the expansion of the consciousness in that one would 

automatically become more aware on the physical plane.  
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Because as the as the in the increased awareness in the energy state. Continue There is then 

the, the the balancing of both parties, there is the support gained as the dependency as your 

consciousness, it lessens the dependency of the aspect of qualities, automatically, you say 

you don't really have to do anything, they automatically when that is released, that other 

awareness of that awareness that we speak of automatically gains control, you say you do not 

have to do anything to gain that control. In that sense. You have to become aware of the 

bondage and the dependency that you have placed on your physical body, and the physical 

five senses and so forth and so on. And we're in that awareness of that, automatically release 

it and then as you spend, you say, your time space time working in these areas, you will go 

there through the various processes according to the individual of the experiences of what you 

call the transcending of the, you would say the five senses, when the five senses or what 

appears to your Earthbound consciousness as your five senses, will then automatically began 

to develop in the the energy body. 
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Now, you see, if your dependency is still on the five senses, you will sink, in the energy body to 

proceed like you do in the physical body, you say, so, there must be a total giving up of the 



sight, of sound of vision, and that would be you say, to your mental body into that which you 

realize now a state of nothingness, and you see that is frightening. So, again, that is the 

transition now, when one can enter the states and be in that total state of nothingness, and 

exist without any association at all of the earth plane, in other words, the ability of the channel 

to release all of the even the idea of life in the body, you see that when that ability reaches the 

point of complete disconnection with the aspects you see when you exist in that state, in that 

first energy state, it will be without any dependency on the physical aspects in that state of 

consciousness, that you see your physical body will still exist at a point but if you were 

concerned of whether it does or not, that would be a hindrance, you say, because it is a 

changing of vibration, that is a little difficult to explain to you, because you you feel safe and 

secure with the solidness of your physical body. And again, you need that assurance, but 

when when within yourself, you do not even need that assurance, that your physical body will 

be there, when you return that will be the time when you your physical body will actually 

Transcend and go with you.  
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You say you will take then take it with you with no need to keep it there waiting for you to 

return to but you say this will occur as the developments continue and they change awareness 

occurs and the state the energy state when one day interest into that will be just as normal. It 

is as if you are building a nother reality. And the aspects will tell you that you are building an 

unreal reality. And so they're here again this is where one must depend on their own 

experience. Now, when your own experiences have reached the point of knowingness the 

aspects no longer can say to you that this is unreal. And then that will be again when the each 

time this is 
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shown to the aspects The aspects then remember their place, they remember, as it were their 

energies. And so, it is a matter of not only liberating your consciousness, but also liberating the 

energies that you are dependent on now, it One could say that you have enslaved the aspects 

or the energies of the physical world, and they now have become your servants. But they're 

your your meanings and your control has become so distorted that they in in trying to help you 

many times they destroy you through diseases and many manner of misconceptions through 

your thought processes, the inner reactions of sending these various energies through your 

your energies, you say, so, it is as the aspects are actually the Destroying Themselves in that 

they, when they do this, there is no longer the same identical physical vehicle, because when 

this occurs, you see there has been a displeasing with that vehicle. And so, the aspect of this 

is ended up destroying themselves, because that alternate consciousness in the individuals 

working through other aspects, theater exchange of aspects is displeased our believes, that 

this will happen.  
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This has been discussed before that we did was to touch on it briefly to bring it in, to explain to 

you, how one becomes a free the aspect and also freeze the aspects are no longer then will 

they will there be any anger or hostility directed towards these energies now, that support you 

because, if this occurs, you say that again is is a hindrance, there must be that the total 

acceptance when you hear of allowing and accepting that is also one must allow the physical 

universe to be as it is, one must allow all of the creations of the physical universe to be as it is, 

any resistance to that in the non allowing you say would hold you in that particular area of 

misunderstanding now, the misunderstanding it is not a punishment, it is not a lesson to be 

learned it is the way it works, it is the functioning of the polarity poles, and has absolutely 

nothing to do with being good or bad, are within in a deeper sits in a deeper sense, it has not 

anything whatsoever to do with karma, the karmic action, it can be explained in a karmic action 

in the only in the manner of releasing yourself that if it is already explained in the karmic 

manner, in that this is a punishment or it is something that has to be paid for it is 

misunderstood. The one the becomes aware and in becoming aware is automatically released 

from what would be any karmic debt, in the awareness when you are where you release the 

energies that is working and bringing in conditions that then you impose as being a karmic 

debt. So it is really in what's interesting is not very complicated, it has been made complicated 

through the various systems of trying to explain it and because of each individual nail being 

governed by so many different aspects of qualities, the same has always been 
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true, if you would even say truth, so far as the entrance in when one becomes aware, one will 

say the truth behind all systems and one will be able to agree with all systems without carrying 

any dogmatic literature without defending our condemning any but we'll see through the 

explanations and see the same theories anyone could say even the three points of the triangle 

of light dividing itself into two all of it will miraculously come together and you see that will 

create the harmony then within any and all systems and when the harmony within all systems, 

there would be no agreement, no disagreement between the any aspect of qualities of yourself 

or any other and you would begin to see the manifestations of the others in yourself, one could 

say if one has any disagreement with any other system, one has an aspect that does not fully 

understand or cannot see the whole And so, one would continue working, one would have to 

deal with the aspect that says one is hypocritical, if one agrees with both systems, it is a 

limitation that says you cannot agree with this and that, but it is expanded the consciousness 

that can see beyond the explanations and and reach into the energies, that is part of the 

nonverbal communication, the beginning of recognizing non verbal communication in C one, 

there is must be an inner exchange, one can only go  
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So, far in the what you call the altered states of consciousness and non verbal communication, 

without there being also this activity taking place within one's state of being as one is our 

spends the majority of one's time in that state. So, one will automatically begin to see this, no 

one is expressed it as a harmony that begins to have one begins to feel or one begins no need 

to explain something or one need, does not feel the need anymore to correct another 

individual. These This is the nonverbal communications, that there is the non verbal 

communication between what the person said the person says something and if it is analyzed 

as spectively that would be the need to further explain it, or the need to defend it or condemn it 

or condole it, when one is reached that state one can talk to an individual and it says the words 

are bypassed and there is the non verbal communication and one sees the depth of the 

understanding and not the default not the difficulty in trying to use the same verbal language 

through as we've explained before the meaning of languages you there is would be no 

hindrance than with languages because there is miscommunication with people who speak the 

same language. And so, when you see someone who has no longer needs to be 

argumentative and to defend or condone, that is when they can speak with individuals and 

they are non communicating and actually bypass the verbalization and one would say there is 

no Nick pickin with words and that you say is your first awareness and when you begin to see 

this in yourself, one could even say that it is not the control of the aspects, it is the awareness 

then taking control, and there is no longer the energy given to the aspect to rise to the surface 

and click really verbalize its defense of its particular system. One will begin to see these 

developments within themselves and one should not really discuss these who say that when 

you again bring these into the aspect of quality, it will become a knowingness within yourself. 

When knowing this, when you do not need the confirmation from aspects and you do not need 

the confirmation from your fellow Earthlings and there begins to be your communication with 

yourself. 
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That will be then when you really begin to touch in and that will be then when you you have 

seen individuals like this and there is a state of calmness, a state of what appears to be slowly 

as you see here is the contradiction because there is such a rapidness taking place or the 

another level of content Just notice that the individual may appear to be slow, or may appear to 

contemplate, before speaking and before dealing. And in many times, even when we're 

confronted with such as Explain yourself, and there is no anger, no hostility, no antagonism, 

but just a gentle smile, you say, and it is so real, that there then is the communication from that 

individual to the committee to the other individuals. And that is, When, when, through the ages, 

individuals who have said that they masters have power, it is the power to do without any 

recognition without because that is the way it works, otherwise, it becomes effective. So, it is 

when one has reached that state, there is absolutely, there is the agreement with with the self 

in that says And so, one does many miracles and the miracles are known to sell and the 

miracles are known to the Create or of the physical pearl that is when you as an entity entering 



into the physical world have a rapport with the entity that created the physical world when that 

occurs, thereby given you that what you call miracles, but that that merging that knowing with 

that entities and retaining your entity is a what you call a non interference within the 

agreements that exist within this creation. When one fully understands that the miracles are 

done, in that sense, by communications and by actions taking place on other levels of 

consciousness, and in other levels of energy 
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and when one reaches this particular point, then it this even covers the miracles done in the 

physical world, but because of the activities of the energies and because the spontaneous 

entity that the things can take place within the spontaneity only this is the way it must be 

explained to you in that it cannot be governed it cannot be governed by one who is completely 

aspect of control only to a degree and then as it were the aspects consume themselves. 

Because then you see that is aspects dealing with aspects and there is a consumption of 

devouring oneself as the inner exchange the self supporting system of the physical world is 

which is a self supporting system within itself being created by a being and so being self 

supporting our term on the earth would be that it is constantly devouring and replenishing itself. 

So as it devours and replenishes itself in that sense, there is no good or bad about this. And 

that is the activity that takes place in the what you call the magic and that is why working magic 

in that sense. One is still as effectively control which is alright if one wishes to do this one is 

quite free, you say you are free to play with magic. Knowing again that that is the magic of the 

aspect of qualities of the energies that devour and create itself. Would you would be in that 

realm and you could do do many, many magical things. Again with the time space it would be 

limited and it would always devour itself, which is a natural hole. It does not because you did 

wrong. If you wish to do magic that is not wrong.  
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You're perfectly free to do magic knowing as it were on The earth plane in in the state of 

consciousness that you are in right now, all of this is a matter of devouring rain recreating itself 

as you are doing constantly on in the physical in the total physical world as he leaks is seeking 

to exit from the total physical world In you go through the processes that you are entering into 

now, the first of bringing into awareness control of your physical body and your mental body 

and the emotional body then there will automatically as this takes place, automatically as this 

takes place, will be the expansion of awareness and the becoming aware of those things that 

we just described. And then as one has reached to that state of total freedom of fear, one will 

then find oneself in the high energy states and they will be in a body that is rapidly moving in 

this sense and they will then experience aware of consciousness in this reality with out any 

connection to the physical and during these states, there is no need to explain it mentally or 

verbally. These states will occur and when they occur, if they're the meant, what what happens 



here is the occurrence of it as it is occurring. Now, one could almost say that it is it is the 

remembrance of it as you do a session in the booth.  
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And then you exit the booth and you discuss it in these occurrences while it is occurring, there 

it will be a normal state you will you will experience it as a normal state, the physical world will 

not exist there. In that area. As now in your totally in the physical world, the other one doesn't 

exist. But now you have a comprehension of as you were in the physical you have a knowing 

now of something existing somewhere else and you seek to go to it. Now that knowingness 

that state of knowing this ghost is with you, because it is part of your energy, but it is totally 

met it is it the energies are totally changed in trance formed into this so that there is then a 

total awareness of this state of consciousness. During that experience, it is truly as if the 

physical world does not exist anymore. However, in that state of being, there is again, the 

knowingness of the physical world that exists, just like the knowingness of the other world 

exists to you now, as you are in C one. And as you are in scene one and you choose to enter 

into the other area of reality you do this, that is the same type of transference that takes place 

and as you spend what you call time or your experience in a high state of energy. There will 

always during that soldier and always be that a knowingness that you can return to the earth 

and it is as you spend time in your meditations or as you spend time in the booth, you see 

automatically now within your aspect of qualities, there is the need to alternate there is the 

need to walk and enjoy the physical world there is the need for food and it is these 

attachments to the physical world and awarenesses of them that will maintain that you see 

there are entities that are beings who have maintained that knowingness and can enter into it 

Archons are go into others. So that is something that one could see what you call in your 

future.  
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So far as the ability to actually take one's total energy into all of this. They're all in the the mini 

numerable realities, and no to be totally in another reality and in To recognize a state, that in a 

in other realities, there is the knowingness of all realities. And that it's difficult for you to 

understand and see one reality, because you think if you give out this reality totally, that it will 

be annihilated, and you will not be able to return to it or that you will forget it. And the forgetting 

processes occurs in your consciousness only, because of the way the attention is focused in 

the physical body, and that the attention is focused, you stay in one area or the other. And it 

finds it difficult to focus in on all even all five senses at one time, if one is concentrating on one 

thing, and noise interferes with it. This, this would tell you how limited that it is you say, when 

you can transcend and go to any energy state that you wish, with no interference or conditions 

outside of yourself creating this, allowing you to do it or not to do it. There again is that begins 

to be the freedom of one joy trip, you could say when one has awakened, it has been referred 

to as the the new birth, but it is in that first awakening, it is the same principle and your aspects 



can help you on this, if you look at the awareness of other realities, as being a new birth and 

apply the same principles that occur as you enter the physical Earth reality. If you would look 

at the children and look at babies, and then see how they are there see, there is that alienation 

of this reality and then how the acceptance of it and then how it becomes perfectly natural in 

that sense, and there is the complete dependency on the five senses automatically take that 

idea and just the idea and apply it to your consciousness entering into altered states of 

consciousness for the development of these other realities of the development of yourself, that 

is really what what you are doing it is it and under development, it is becoming free of the 

physical world reality, but the idea is the same, if you do not expect a child to three days old, to 

do anything, about to sleep and eat and those other necessities. Now, if you as an individual 

entering into another reality, it would be totally as spective to think that you should enter in and 

know everything at that particular point.  
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It is we would insert here that the less as spectively control controlled and individual is the the 

growth is very rapid as you see in your physical children, some children learn a great deal 

faster, and the arts are all of the various things it is the same if you take the idea and work with 

it, you can see and so if one is willing as it were to go to school, to enter into, and to allow the 

repetition of the energy so to interplay with the awareness, with your awareness until there is a 

enough for the presets resets in concepts to form ideas and knowings. You are well aware of 

ideas. But the ideas has become confused with words concepts and one can must learn again 

to see an idea, rather than just have a specific word. You see when someone says in the 

teachings that you are as a child, you see, now that does not carry this the same connotation, 

as it was intended as an idea of entering in new into a new experience. It is linked now, 

because of as spectively as children being unlearned and disciplined, and they must. There 

are many, many qualities now that are applied to many children on the earth plane. That would 

be insulting. If, if an adult was told that they were a child, it would be insulting. So how can that 

idea transcend any app? 


